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APPLICATION BENCHMARKING 

1. PREAMBLE TO THE 2022 EDITION 

The Applications Benchmarking chapter of the IRDS was started as a “top end” to the roadmap. It’s mission was to identify 

key application drivers and to track and roadmap their performance. This activity resulted in several editions of the chapter 

since the inception of IRDS in 2016.  However, this present edition is the last edition of the chapter in this form.  There are 

several reasons for this change. 

 

First, the original goal to track application performance required the team to find existing application benchmarks for each 

application area.  This was not always successful. For example, the Discrete Event Simulation workloads are not particularly 

taxing to today’s architectures. We documented a case where the entire benchmark being tracked reached asymptotic 

performance after on-chip caches were expanded in an iteration of Intel’s i3/i5/i7 microprocessor generations.  Another 

example is Graphics VR/AR.  While this application area is important to the industry, the area is not the primary drivers of 

systems architecture performance. Rather, AI is the dominant application area that drives the GPU platforms shared with 

Graphics VR/AR. 

 

As another example, Optimization turned out to be an area that was ill-defined.  The AB IFT decided to track the performance 

of near-optimal solvers. But these are not particularly taxing to systems architectures. On the other hand, sat solvers, i.e., true 

optimization applications, are performance bound not by systems architectures but by the non-polynomial timed algorithms on 

which they are based. 

 

Second, application areas are forever shifting.  We did a slight shift in the last edition of this roadmap to change “pattern 

recognition” into AI, since the underlying technology, machine learning, had expanded its original borders.  This edition takes 

a new approach that follows the overall IRDS whitepaper approach to new, emerging areas. That is, when there is a new area 

that the IRDS may track as a potential chapter, it is first introduced as a whitepaper. If the community coalesces around the 

area, the whitepaper becomes a chapter in the next edition of the roadmap.  Similarly, is edition of the Applications 

Benchmarking chapter provides several emerging areas in a separate section from the prior-tracked application areas.  If 

communities coalesce around these areas, they will become future application areas to cover in this chapter. 

 

What follows is the introduction from the 2020 edition of the AB chapter with some edits to account for the changes as outlined 

in this preamble. 

 

2. INTRODUCTION 

The mission of the Applications Benchmarking1 (AB) International Focus Team (IFT) is to identify key application drivers, and 

to track and roadmap the performance of these applications for the next 15 years. Given a list of market drivers from the Systems 

and Architectures International Focus Team (SA IFT), AB generates a cross matrix map showing which application(s) are 

important or critical (gating) for each market. 

Historically, applications drive much of the nanoelectronics industry. For example, ~25 years ago the PC industry put pressure 

on semiconductor manufacturers to advance to the next node in the roadmap. Today, as applications shift to the mobile market, 

it is again manufacturers that are applying pressure for new technology. The market for Internet of Things edge devices (IoT-e) 

has its own set of pressures and needs, including low cost and low energy consumption. Most of this is discussed in the Systems 

and Architectures (SA) chapter elsewhere in this roadmap. It is the function of this chapter to step back from the current markets 

and their needs, and to consider the current and near-future application needs in each of these markets. For this reason, AB was 

created as part of the International Roadmap for Devices and Systems (IRDS). 

The application areas that the AB IFT tracks currently, is proposing to track in future editions, and areas that are no longer 

tracked, are summarized below in Table AB-1. 

 
1 Note that in the computer industry, as opposed to the larger semiconductor industry, “benchmarking” refers to using test programs that 

serve as proxies for user applications in order to estimate the performance of a computer system on a given application domain. 
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Table AB-1    Application Areas 

Application Areas Currently Tracked 

Application Area Description 

Graph Analytics [formerly 

“Big Data Analytics”] 
Applications of graph algorithms to large static or dynamic graphs 

Artificial Intelligence 

Modern artificial intelligence applications with emphasis on machine learning 

approaches.  Graphical dynamic moving image (movie) recognition of a class 

of targets (e.g., face, car). This can include neuromorphic/deep learning 

approaches such as DNNs. 

Physical System Simulation 

Simulation of physical real-world phenomena. Typically, finite-element based. 

Examples are fluid flow, weather prediction, thermo-evolution. Computation is 

floating-point-based, includes mixed precision.  

Cryptography [formerly 

“Cryptographic Codecs”] 

Cryptographic encoding and decoding, including specialized hardware 

acceleration 

Emerging Applications Proposed for Future Application Areas 

Emerging Application Area Description 

Video codec Encoding, transcoding of video, AOM AV-1 

Machine Learning for 

Science 

Use of machine learning techniques for scientific exploration (e.g, graph NNs) 

 

Internet of Things 

Applications 
Applications that run at the edge of the Internet of Things. 

Prior Application Areas No Longer Tracked in This Edition 

Discontinued Application 

Area 
Description 

Discrete Event Simulation Large discrete event simulation of a discretized-time system. (e.g., large 

computer system simulation) Generally used to model engineered systems. 

Computation is integer-based. 

Graphics/VR/AR Large scale, real-time photorealistic rendering driven by physical world 

models. Examples include interactive gaming, Augmented Reality, Virtual 

Reality. 

Optimization 
Integer NP-hard optimization problems, often solved with near-optimal 

approximation techniques. 

 DNN—deep neural network, NN—neural network, AOM AV-1—Alliance for Open Media standard AV-1 

 

In order to track these areas, the AB IFT relies upon existing standard benchmarks where available. These benchmarks should 

fulfill two criteria: 

1. Benchmark Availability: There are several benchmark sets available that cover each application area. However, many 

of these benchmarks either cover only a portion of an application area or cover more than one application area.  
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2. Benchmark Results Availability: In order for benchmarks to be useful for projecting a trend in performance vs. time, 

there must be a sufficiently-long history of benchmark scores. At a minimum, AB IFT believes at least 4 years prior to 

the current day of scores should be available.  

Some of the application areas studied also have the following requirements: 

3. Metrics vs. Precision and Accuracy: For some application areas (e.g., feature recognition, optimization), the 

precision of the result is a parameter for the benchmark performance (i.e., recognizing 81% of faces vs. 85% of 

faces). Related to this is the accuracy of the result is often also parameterized (i.e., finding a near optimal result that 

is within 5% of the optimal result). 

4. Power/Energy Scoring: With a few exceptions, the majority of available benchmarks track metrics that are, 

unfortunately, disconnected from power dissipation and total energy consumption. 

We address these challenges in each of the sections below. For the Cryptographic Codec area, criteria (2) just emerging and 

being satisfied (sufficient benchmark results are just becoming available). 

2.1. CURRENT STATE OF TECHNOLOGY 

Application areas of interest for the IRDS were identified through dialogue between the members of both the SA IFT and AB 

IFT. Graph analytics is a focus of search giants. It is also vital to the business model of social network companies. Artificial 

Intelligence is increasingly the most impactful application domain for modern systems. It is critical for human-computer 

interaction and for analysis of non-uniform, irregular data (such as used by the military and by search companies). Physical 

system simulation is critical to product design in the automobile and aerospace industries (especially for defense applications). 

It is also of primary importance to the U.S. Department of Energy National Nuclear Security Administration. Optimization is 

used across engineering disciplines, for example in electronic design automation (EDA). It is also used in consumer products 

such as global positioning system (GPS) navigation systems. Cryptographic codecs are of high importance in many industries, 

especially in IoT devices. 

2.2. DRIVERS AND TECHNOLOGY TARGETS 

Overall Roadmap Technology Characteristics drivers for Systems (applicable systems or applications attributes) and Support 

Technologies (applicable device attributes) is summarized below in Section 4 and Table AB-2. 

2.3. VISION OF FUTURE TECHNOLOGY 

All of the application areas of Table AB-1 are expected to remain important over the coming 15 years.  

The AB IFT has identified three emerging application areas for potential inclusion in future editions of the roadmap.  Video 

codecs are undergoing a period of rapid development resulting in renewed stresses placed on systems architectures. Machine 

Learning for Science has emerged as a separate application area with some architectural needs that overlap AI, but with others 

that are unique and distinct.  The application space for Internet of Things devices have expanded to the point where they place 

stresses on today’s embedded computer systems technologies. 

As outlined below in Section 4, most of the application areas can benefit from enhanced memory bandwidth. In some cases, 

benefits will also come from reduced memory access latency. The difference between these is whether the application critically 

requires data to compute future data (both bandwidth and access latency critical) or not (memory bandwidth critical). A second 

phenomenon is the use of application-specific accelerators to improve the performance of the application areas, while 

minimizing overall thermal power dissipation and reducing total energy consumption. 

3. SCOPE OF REPORT 

The scope of this report is to characterize the Application Areas, predict their future performance, and to identify technology 

needs and architectural features. The period of projection is into the next 10 to 15 years. Since this projection is based on the 

overall evolution of published benchmarks with a long history, this projection takes into account both hardware and software 

evolution. 
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4. SUMMARY AND KEY POINTS 

A summary of the application area analysis is presented in Table AB-2. (Note that Emerging Application areas are not shown.) 

An entry in this table indicates that the application area is sensitive to the improvement paths shown in the columns. These 

improvement paths are: 

Algorithmic improvement: In this situation, the AB team viewed the algorithm development as an active area that will result 

in a significant fraction of the performance growth over time. 

Memory bandwidth and Memory latency: These two improvement areas are inter-related. There are trends today for 

improving memory bandwidth onto and off the processors. In addition, memory latency becomes important when traversal is a 

function of data (e.g., pointer chasing workloads). In general, when the processing being performed is very parallel, memory 

bandwidth dominates. When it is less parallel (e.g., discrete event simulation or sparse matrix calculations, with the latter 

included in physical system simulation), then latency is the more important memory attribute. 

Network bandwidth: this improvement area relates to the interconnection between processing nodes (“cores”), and the 

interconnection between processing and memory. This network includes on-chip and off-chip networks. 

Fixed-function acceleration: some workloads have highly-repetitive kernels that can be reduced to a specialized, fixed-function 

data path. For some application areas, this improvement area is expected to give significant benefits in the near future. 

Table AB-2    Critical Technology Needs for Application Areas 

 Improvement Paths 

Improvement 

Paths 

Application Area 

Algorithmic 

improvement 

Memory 

bandwidth 

Memory 

latency 

Network 

bandwidth 

Fixed-function 

acceleration 

Graph Analytics  X X X X 

Artificial 

Intelligence 
X X   X 

Physical System 

Simulation 
X X X X  

Cryptography  X   X 
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5. APPLICATION ANALYSES 

5.1. GRAPH ANALYTICS (FORMERLY BIG DATA ANALYTICS) 

This workload class involves a variety of algorithms that operate on a large graph to identify a certain property. The metric that 

is relevant is computational capability (speed). Ideally, speed would be measured as time to reach the solution of the problem. 

However, the Graph 500 initiative[1] accepts as a speed metric the traversed edges per second (TEPS) for the problems it 

considers. A second metric is the energy efficiency in doing these computations, measured in TEPS/watt. This second metric is 

the focus of the Green Graph 500 initiative[2]. 

This domain is very popular, and there are a large variety of frameworks. Some frameworks use a shared-memory model and 

hence run on relatively modest sized servers[3], while others use a distributed-memory model and target very large clusters[4]. 

Among the frameworks using the shared-memory model, there is no available cross-comparison. But, it is becoming clear that 

current benchmarks for these frameworks are not benchmarking the whole range of operations that appear in graph workloads. 

Specifically, current benchmarks do not appropriately cover operations on property-rich graph vertices/edges, and on time-

changing graphs. We expect that current benchmarks will change with time. On the other hand, among the efforts that target 

large, distributed-memory machines, there is an agreed set of benchmarks, namely those in the Graph 500 website. Moreover, 

the Graph 500 competition has been going on since 2010, and hence there is historical data. For these reasons, we use the Graph 

500 benchmark data to track the trends in big data analytics workload performance. 

The Green Graph 500 initiative gives a different perspective, as it considers the power consumed in the computation. However, 

the machines that form the top of this list are small machines. We think they are less representative of this type of workloads. 

For this reason, we do not consider the Green Graph 500 list. 

Up until recently, the Graph 500 benchmark contained two kernels. However, in June 2017, V2.0 added a third one. Since we do 

not have historical data on the third kernel, we do not consider it. The first kernel constructs a weighted, undirected graph from 

the given input tuple list, and the second kernel operates on the graph. The first kernel constructs the graph in a format usable by 

the subsequent kernel. No subsequent modifications are permitted to benefit specific kernels. The second kernel performs a 

breadth-first search of the graph. Both kernels are timed. 

Kernel 1: Graph Construction. The first kernel transforms an edge list to any data structures (held in internal or external 

memory) that are used for the next kernel. Each edge in the list is a tuple that contains an edge’s endpoint vertex identifiers and 

its weight. Various internal memory representations are allowed, including, but not limited to, sparse matrices and multi-level 

linked lists. 

Kernel 2: Breadth-first Search (BFS). A BFS of a graph starts with a single source vertex. Then, in phases, it finds and labels 

its neighbors, then the neighbors of its neighbors, and so on. This is a fundamental method on which many graph algorithms are 

based. The benchmark does not constrain the choice of BFS algorithm itself, as long as it produces a correct BFS tree as output. 

This benchmark's memory access pattern is data-dependent, with likely a small average prefetch depth. This benchmark measures 

the ability of the architecture to deliver high throughput while executing many concurrent threads, each with low memory-level 

parallelism and with a high density of memory accesses. It also measures resilience to hot-spotting when many of the memory 

references are to the same location. In addition, it measures efficiency when every thread’s execution path depends on the 

asynchronous side-effects of others. Finally, it measures the ability to dynamically load-balance unpredictably-sized work units. 

The benchmark performs 64 BFS searches from different source vertices executed in sequence. Kernel problem classes are shown 

in Table AB-3. 
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Table AB-3    Kernel Problem Classes (the benchmark gives different problem classes, based on the approximate 

size of the graph) 

Problem Class Size 

Toy (level 10) 17 GB or around 1010 bytes 

Mini (level 11)  140 GB or around1011 bytes 

Small (level 12) 1 TB or around1012 bytes 

Medium (level 13) 17 TB or around 1013 bytes 

Large (level 14) 140 TB or around 1014 bytes 

Huge (level 15) 1.1 PB or around1015 bytes 
 

5.1.1. PERFORMANCE TRENDS AND PREDICTION 

The performance is given in TEPS for Kernel 2. Let time be the measured execution time for kernel 2. Let m be the number of 

edges traversed by the search (with some special accounting for some classes of edges called non-self-loop edges). Then, the 

TEPS (number of edge traversals per second) is given by m/time. The output results include additional information, such as the 

scale of the graph, the Kernel 1 time, various quartiles for the Kernel 2 times (min_time, firstquartile_time, median_time, 

thirdquartile_time, max_time), and standard deviation values. 

Figure AB-1 plots the number of giga-TEPS (GTEPS) of the top six machines from November 2010 (which is when the Graph 

500 competition started) to June 2021 (which is the latest measurement). The data is refreshed every 6 months. Nearly all of 

these runs since 2013 are with the “Large” problem size. 

 

 

Figure AB-1    Number of GTEPS of the Top Six Machines Since the Inception of the Graph 500 

Competition [data via graph500.org] 
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We see that the GETPS rate has been steadily increasing, although it seems to have been moving in plateaus, until the Fugaku 

computer appeared in June 2010. As of June 2021, the top three were the Supercomputer Fugaku (Japan), the Sunway TaihuLight 

(China), and the Wisteria/BDEC-01 (Odyssey) (Japan). Note that the third machine can be regarded as a smaller version of the 

first one, as it uses the same interconnect and similar manycores. The top three machines are invariably custom-designed 

machines, with custom networks and, at this point, with 0.25 to 5 Petabytes of memory. The Supercomputer Fugaku has proved 

to be a game changer in this ranking, at this point providing about a 4x higher GETPS rating that the second machine. 

Figure AB-2 plots the number of cores used in the top six Graph 500 machines in the same period of time. If we look at the top 

three machines, we see that the top two use around 7 to 10 million cores, and the other uses around 350K cores. All three machines 

use simpler, custom cores---FUJITSU processors based on ARM for the Japanese machines and SW26010 RISC manycore for 

the Chinese machine), rather than more traditional HPC-class cores. 

Overall, we expect that Fugaku will maintain its lead for a while. 

 

Figure AB-2    Number of Cores Used in the Top Six Graph 500 Machines Since the Inception of the 

Graph 500 Competition [data via graph500.org] 

5.1.2. TECHNOLOGY NEEDS, SYSTEMS AND ARCHITECTURES IMPACT  

The gains in graph processing performance come from three main sources: improvements in algorithms, increase in memory 

bandwidth, and increase in processor/memory interconnection network bandwidth. It is important to note that processor 

performance does not have a first-order impact.  

Some of the gains in TEPS over the years have been due to improvements in the algorithm used. We expect the algorithms to 

keep changing. Programmers will attempt to exploit locality more, and to reduce the communication as much as possible, possibly 

through redundant recomputation. While we expect better algorithms to continue to have an impact, the improvements are likely 

to provide diminishing returns. 

The most critical resources at this point are the bandwidth and latency of both the memory and the global network. This is where 

the Fugaku supercomputer excels. Graph problems have a high ratio of communication to computation. Moreover, they rarely 

have much locality. As a result, there are frequent, non-local transfers of data between the memory and the cores, and among the 

cores. Such transfers follow an irregular pattern. 

The first source of gains in GTEPs for Fugaku comes from an increase in memory bandwidth. The top machines before Fugaku 

had an aggregate memory bandwidth of about 5 petabytes per second. Fugaku with 158,976 multicores  has a total aggregate 
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memory bandwidth of 163 petabytes per second. This is thanks to 32GB of in-package HBM2 DRAM per multicore. This 3D 

stacked memory has a memory bandwidth of 1024GB/s per node. 

The second source of GTEP gains for Fugaku comes from a flexible high-dimension global network that provides high bandwidth 

and low latency. The Tofu D network is a physical 6-D mesh/torus network (on which a virtual 3-D torus is mapped as seen by 

the programmer). What is especially powerful is that it provides a very high injection bandwidth into the network: 40.8GB/s per 

node or 6.49 PB/s in total. In addition, it provides fast all-to-all communication support, thanks to the fact that, with the virtual 

3-D torus, each node has six adjacent nodes and, therefore, topology-aware algorithms can use six simultaneous communications 

effectively. Of course, the cost of the network is very high. It will be interesting to see if future optical networks can provide a 

cost- and bandwidth-competitive solution.  

One trend we are observing is that the graph sizes continue to increase. Since graph data is typically confidential, we do not know 

the sizes of the databases used by large commercial data centers and government agencies. However, we expect the databases 

used to use hundreds of terabytes or petabytes soon. Moreover, these graphs are dynamic, meaning that they continuously change 

in time. To process these graphs, we need very large clusters. 

Looking forward, we expect that Fugaku will maintain its lead for a while, and that top-ranked graph machines will tend to 

resemble Fugaku. Specifically, we expect to continue to see simple processors. For example, the Fugaku supercomputer uses 

custom-designed multicores that contain 48 ARM-based cores (A64FX) at 2.2GHz, for a total of 7M cores. Since there is a high 

rate of memory accesses that miss in the caches, these cores do not need to be very wide-issue. They do not need to be equipped 

with substantial floating-point hardware. They are frequently stalled due to reorder buffer or load/store queues being full. One 

interesting issue is whether graphics processing units (GPUs) will be used, as they become more tolerant of computation 

divergence. However, it may be necessary to change the graph algorithms, typically reducing the efficiency of the algorithms. 

Furthermore, the memory provisioned in terms of bandwidth and size will be high. This means that memory will be a sizable 

fraction of the cost of the machine. Note that memory needs are large in a machine with in-DRAM graphs—such problems need 

hundreds of terabytes and even petabytes. One interesting question is what can be accomplished with the arrival of relatively fast 

non-volatile memory (NVM). With NVM, the amount of memory available will increase substantially. However, it may require 

re-writing the algorithms. 

Finally, networks will likely resemble the one from Fugaku: custom designed, high dimension, and providing fast all-to-all and 

irregular communication patterns. They will largely determine both the cost and the performance of the machine. It is possible 

that optics-based networks will deliver the necessary capabilities. Other forms of network topology that handle non-local traffic 

effectively are possible. 

 

References for Section 5.1 
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5.2. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 

The application area of Artificial Intelligence (AI), including the specific domain of Machine Learning (ML), refers to a class of 

techniques that learn from data, in order to enable applications that can make meaningful decisions—such as classifications, 

predictions or recommendations. As such, these techniques do not need to be explicitly programmed. Over the last few years, 

advancements in the family of AI/ML techniques known as Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) have demonstrated superhuman 

accuracies at tasks such as computer vision, speech recognition and language translation.  

There were three important ingredients behind the success of this paradigm. First was the ready availability of vast datasets of 

labelled examples for training. Second was the inherent but non-obvious scalability of DNNs, which are based on techniques 

known since the mid-1980s—supervised training using backpropagation and stochastic gradient descent. What we know now is 

that when these types of networks are made larger, with more neurons and more weights, and are trained with more data, they 

almost always perform better. Thus, one of the key ingredients to the recent success of AI/ML have been powerful computational 

platforms. Hardware that was already readily available, such as CPUs and GPUs, were critical for empirically proving that the 

DNN approach was in fact scalable, and for the first applications. But now we seek to extend upon the inherent scalability of 

these algorithms by expressly designing hardware for AI/ML—using a mix of CPU, GPU, FPGA, custom accelerator ASICs, 

and perhaps even more exotic hardware approaches—in order to address a growing set of commercially relevant applications. 

The focus of this section is on Application Benchmarking of the AI/ML area. Our goal is to track progress in this field, to 

enable continued improvement of existing computational approaches (e.g., CPUs and GPUs), and to provide accurate 

performance targets for both evolutionary and revolutionary computing approaches for this application area. We attempt to 

accurately report the recent trend-lines in the performance metrics of interest—throughput, latency, accuracy, and energy 

efficiency—so that we can attempt to extrapolate the future evolution of these trends, at least into the near-future. Figure AB-3 

shows the various choices that must be made when implementing an ML application, and thus illustrates the significant difficulty 

of quantifying improvements enabled by hardware, given the presence of so many other factors that can (and do) influence ML 

performance metrics. 

 

 

Figure AB-3    The variety of software and hardware options at various levels greatly complicate the 

benchmarking of AI/ML systems[1] 

5.2.1. APPLICATION DOMAINS 

While AI/ML algorithms have been around for many years, the specific class of Deep Neural Networks have found commercial 

application on a wide variety of workloads in the past decade, including image classification, object detection, speech recognition, 

machine translation, recommendation systems, sentiment analysis/classification of text, language modeling, text-to-speech, face 

identification, image segmentation, and image enhancement[2]. In the business world, AI/ML is used for process automation, 

cognitive insight, fraud detection, cognitive engagement, and other applications. In consumers’ interactions with devices like 

smartphones, and with large internet companies like Google, Facebook, YouTube, Netflix, Uber, Amazon and the like, it takes 
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less time to list the functionality that has no dependence on AI/ML than it does to describe the functionality that now depends on 

AI/ML to some degree. 

5.2.2. AI/ML DEPLOYMENT PLATFORMS 

AI/ML applications are deployed on a wide variety of platforms, based on target application needs. The computational needs of 

these platforms vary based on application needs and platform form-factor. To understand the tradeoffs involved in choosing a 

specific AI/ML deployment mode, it is important to understand the different workload characteristics and their constraints.  

Here we focus on the supervised learning behind Deep Neural Networks, for which AI/ML techniques have two different distinct 

phases – training and inference. 

• Training is the process whereby labelled data is fed into the system and a trained model of a particular accuracy is built. 

The training of a model is not an absolute process, but can spit out models of varying accuracy, depending on how good 

the model is, on how well the data is chosen, and on careful tuning of various hyper-parameters. In general, more training 

data and larger models lead to higher accuracies, although at the cost of increasing the computation and memory 

requirements. As models become extremely large, training is more and more a distributed task, thus involving networking 

between multiple nodes all working together on the same overall task or set of tasks. 

• Inference is the process whereby the trained model is deployed, actual input data is fed to it, and inferences are made. 

 

Training and Inference need not run on the same hardware, and these compute tasks can be partitioned across multiple hardware 

platforms based on the target application constraints. The target application constraints are typically latency, power, cost, 

inference speed, training speed, and accuracy (or similar metric for decision quality).  

For self-driving cars, latency is absolutely critical for the car to react to a pedestrian or a traffic signal to avoid accidents and so 

inference runs on an edge computer in the car. For a photo tagging application on a smartphone, there are no latency constraints, 

so cloud servers could be used for the inference. For a low-cost gas sensor that can sense dangerous gases using AI/ML methods, 

one can use inexpensive microcontrollers for running inference.  

With this basic taxonomy, we describe the three basic deployment models based on the constraints shown in the table below: 

“High Performance” AI/ML performed in the cloud, “Real Time Inference” as performed at the Edge, and “Resource-constrained 

Inference.” This last category is sometimes referred to as “Endpoint Inference” or “TinyML.” It is also performed at the Edge, 

but by Micro-controller Units (MCU) or in Internet-Of-Things (IOT) sensors where resources such as cost, or the volume-, area-

, or memory-footprint, or the amount of battery power/energy available may be severely constrained. 

Training has high computational needs and so mostly runs on the cloud. The aforementioned strong correlation between the size 

of the training set and the model performance, and the difficulty of avoiding “catastrophic forgetting” when re-training a model 

with only some of the original training set[3], imply that there are significant challenges to an edge-based training approach. 

However, there is some research in running training on edge computers for data privacy reasons, with data scalability supported 

by using distributed or federated training methods that can exchange weight-update data and enjoy the benefits of network scale, 

without sacrificing data privacy or other data-locality requirements.  
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Table AB-4    AI/ML Deployment Platforms and Constraints 

Deployment Platforms 
High Performance 

(Cloud) 

Real Time Inference 

(IoT Edge) 

Resource-constrained 

Inference 

(IoT Edge MCU/IOT) 

Training System Cloud Cloud Cloud 

Inference System Cloud IoT Edge Computer IoT Edge Microcontroller 

Training Speed High High High 

Inference Throughput 

(pages/second) 

High Medium Low 

Inference Latency 

(milliseconds) 

High Low Low 

Compute High Medium Low 

Cost High Medium Low 

Power High Medium Low 

 

5.2.3. COMPUTING ARCHITECTURES 

 

Figure AB-4    General tradeoffs among Computing Architectures 

5.2.4. AI/ML HARDWARE 

The AI/ML-specific portion of the market for computing hardware is growing rapidly, and is expected to account for almost 20 

percent of all computing demand by 2025. This would translate into about $67 billion in revenue[4]. As mentioned previously, 

AI/ML applications run on a variety of platforms. Here we describe the hardware used across these platforms. 

5.2.4.1. CPU 

CPUs remain the ubiquitous choice for running AI/ML workloads. Inference is run heavily over many-cores in datacenters and 

on simple CPUs on smartphones or IoT devices. However, the end of performance scaling in CPUs means that getting increased 

performance as technology scales can no longer be expected. This becomes exceptionally challenging as DNN models are 

evolving rapidly. 
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5.2.4.2. GPU 

GPUs were the hardware platform that propelled the current strong interest in AI/ML, since their parallel processing capabilities 

can be leveraged to accelerate matrix multiplications, which are at the heart of the computations within Deep Neural Networks. 

A single modern GPU can have upwards of 5,000 tiny cores capable of highly parallel operation. These systems also provide 

high internal memory bandwidth, which makes them ideal for the intense computation needs of AI/ML. NVIDIA’s GPUs offer 

“Tensor Cores,” tiny engines for running dense matrix multiplications efficiently at reduced precision. Training requires a high 

number of high-precision floating point operations with high memory bandwidth, and GPUs remain the most popular choice. For 

inference however, the large power envelope of most GPUs makes them less efficient for mass deployment in edge applications. 

5.2.4.3. FPGA 

FPGAs are a popular choice for DNN inference, as their reconfigurable substrate helps tailor the datapath for the DNN model. 

Moreover, FPGAs are bit-configurable, and are thus highly popular for running inference at lower precision for compute- and 

memory-efficiency. FPGAs can also offer field re-programmability as DNN models evolve. Today’s FPGAs are less suited for 

training though, as they lack high-precision floating point units. The most vibrant example of FPGAs being used for AI/ML 

today is Microsoft’s Brainwave project[2]. On the downside, the overall energy-efficiency and operating frequency of FPGAs is 

still lower than ASIC counterparts. 
 

5.2.4.4. DIGITAL ASIC ACCELERATORS 

The inefficiencies in CPUs, GPUs and FPGAs described above has led to a surge in specialized Digital ASIC-based accelerators 

for AI/ML[5]. From a high-level view, all digital DNN accelerators are essentially large arrays of Multiply-Accumulate (MAC) 

units fed via custom scratchpads, along with special functional units for pooling, activation, and so on.  

There are two key aspects that can be used to classify the various prototype (commercial and academic) digital accelerators that 

have been demonstrated: microarchitecture and dataflow. 

Microarchitecture—At the microarchitecture level, we can classify these digital ASIC Accelerators into two categories, 

depending on the control paradigm of the MAC units: systolic array and SIMD/MIMD arrays.  

Systolic arrays are built as a grid of MAC units connected as a pipeline in two dimensions. Data (inputs/weights/partial-sums) 

move every cycle in a horizontal, vertical (or both) direction, depending on the dataflow strategy. The entire array operates as a 

monolithic matrix-matrix multiplication core with a centralized controller. Individual MAC units cannot be stalled.  

In contrast, SIMD/MIMD arrays are built using a collection of processing elements (PEs), with each containing a MAC unit and 

some local storage. These arrays can be operated as full MIMD units (i.e., every PE has independent control and can stall if it is 

waiting for operands), or multiple SIMD units, where the PEs within each SIMD unit operate in lock-step, but different SIMD 

units can be controlled independently. 

Both approaches appear in products today. For instance, Google’s TPU[6] uses a systolic array, while NVDLA (Nvidia Deep 

Learning Accelerator)[7] and TESLA FSD[8] use SIMD/MIMD spatial arrays. Systolic arrays are simpler and offer higher 

compute density but may suffer from under-utilization if the problem dimension does not map well over the array, or has sparsity 

(i.e., zeros). SIMD/MIMD arrays are better for utilization and provide more mapping flexibility but come at the cost of more 

complexity due to distributed control[9]. 

Dataflow—In this digital ASIC accelerator domain, dataflow collectively refers to the data iteration order and the partitioning 

strategy across the MAC units.  

The choice of dataflow determines overall data reuse, which in turn affects the amount of data movement in/out of the array. 

Data reuse can be augmented in two ways: by reuse of weights and input excitations across the multiple data examples within a 

minibatch that is processed together, and by using networks with Convolutional Layers, in which the small number of weights 

in a convolution kernel are re-used across many input excitations, as the convolution kernel passes over an input or intermediate 

image. Weight reuse is particularly important, since it amortizes the large energy cost of retrieving data from memory 

(particularly from off-chip memory) over a much larger number of computations that reuse that data. 

In terms of iteration order, accelerators can follow different strategies, including weight/input stationary (where the weight/input 

tensor is kept stationary and the input/weight tensor is streamed in) or output stationary (where the weight and input are both 

streamed in and the output is computed in-place). Google’s TPU uses the weight-stationary approach[9].  

For the partitioning strategy, different dimensions of the input/weight tensors can be partitioned across the MAC units for 

parallelism. For example, NVIDIA’s NVDLA partitions the input channels along one dimension, and output channels along the 

other. For each dataflow, compilers can come up with appropriate tile sizes depending on the amount of on-chip buffering. 
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Some of these architecture and dataflow concepts being explored in the context of digital ASIC accelerators can be exploited in 

other contexts, particularly when programming FPGAs for these AI/ML applications. In addition, newer FPGA designs are 

starting to merge digital ASIC accelerator concepts within conventional FPGA configurations[10]. 

5.2.4.5. COMPUTE-IN-MEMORY (CIM) MACROS  

Compute-in-Memory is a paradigm that achieves the parallel multiply-accumulate capabilities of the “Analog AI” techniques 

described below, but without requiring analog conductance states. Instead, digital memory devices such as SRAM or a compact 

NVM such as RRAM are used to encode multi-bit synapses in a customized memory array, which is then designed to perform 

some or all of the multiply-accumulate operations needed for AI/ML inference (and training) during the actual memory read[11]. 

These approaches typically involve multiple bit- or word-lines for each synaptic weight, frequently assuming factor-of-2 

contributions from different bit- (word-)lines in such a way that the multiplication of the synaptic weight by the neuron excitation 

gets performed during the memory read. As such, these CIM macros depend more critically on tight device-to-device variability 

than conventional memory, but with the advantage of avoiding the time of accessing memory words individually, and the area 

and power of the circuit blocks that would otherwise be required to multiply and add the data. The advantages of SRAM-based 

CIM macros are that the high-endurance of SRAM allows small macros to be reused across many different weight values, so that 

macro size does not need to match the total size of the AI/ML model; the advantages of RRAM-based CIM macros are, at least 

eventually, in higher density (e.g., lower area-per-bit). 

5.2.4.6. ANALOG AI  

An emerging class of accelerators is based on analog computing—leveraging current summation within dense analog arrays to 

perform large vector-matrix computations extremely efficiently, allowing both high speed and high energy efficiency[12]. This 

approach is particularly well-suited to DNN layers with small weight-reuse factors, such as the fully-connected layers found in 

LSTM and Transformer networks. However, many of these analog systems depend on emerging nonvolatile memory devices, 

which are not yet a widely-available technology in semiconductor foundries, or on the extension of existing nonvolatile memories 

that have stopped scaling, such as NOR-FLASH. In addition, it is not yet clear whether the inherently limited signal-to-noise 

ratios in analog systems can be brought high enough to robustly support the very large models used in modern DNN systems. In 

contrast, the designer of a digital accelerator can choose to dial down the precision of the digital computations almost arbitrarily, 

aiming for the best possible energy efficiency while still fully supporting the original neural network accuracy.  

5.2.5. CONSIDERATIONS FOR OPTIMIZATION 

In this section, we list some of the design-knobs being used extensively today to gain performance while minimizing any loss in 

accuracy/precision, as well as important variables that must be considered, ranging from software through mixed hardware-

software to fully hardware-specific techniques. 

5.2.5.1. QUANTIZATION 

Quantization is the idea of running inference at lower precision[13]. Most modern DNNs perform inference at 16b and 8b, and 

in fact some also go lower to 4b. Lower precision naturally reduces the amount of data to move, the time to perform a multiply-

accumulate, and add more compute resources in the available area. Both the total number of bits, and for floating-point formats, 

the number of bits dedicated to the exponent, can have a significant impact. 

5.2.5.2. PRUNING 

Pruning is an approach leveraged during training, whereby certain excitations, weights, or both are set to zero based on some 

heuristic (e.g., threshold-based, or block-based)[14]. It has been shown that pruned networks can operate at the same accuracy 

as the dense ones, if additional training is performed after pruning. Pruning can decrease the required memory footprint by 

reducing the total number of weights, as well as decrease total runtime and latency (and increase throughput) by reducing the 

required number of computations. However, the subsequent DNN is then described by sparse matrices. Unless the hardware is 

expressly designed to take advantage of sparsity, this can affect the utilization of the compute units within hardware. 

5.2.5.3. HARDWARE-SOFTWARE CO-DESIGN 

Hardware-software co-design is an approach where the hardware AND the neural network models are jointly designed together. 

This path can lead to significantly higher energy efficiencies, although it works best when the set of DNN models that must be 

supported is small (typically a small set of Convolutional Networks for particular image-processing applications), and when the 

long cycle time for custom hardware can be tolerated. 

5.2.5.4. UTILIZATION 

Utilization is the fraction of time that digital processing elements—within a CPU, GPU or digital accelerator—are performing 

useful computations. Typically, poorly-designed dataflows can lead processing elements to be idle because the next data to be 
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computed has not yet arrived. Given the large amounts of leakage power in the many transistors within digital systems, keeping 

utilization high by minimizing any idle processing elements is key for high energy efficiency. 

5.2.6. BENCHMARKING 

A standardized and robust benchmarking methodology is crucial, both for making the right tradeoffs across this varied hardware 

landscape during platform selection, and for identifying key bottlenecks that in turn can drive innovation in the ecosystem. 

The metrics of interest when benchmarking AI platforms depend on the use-case of inference vs training. Table AB-4 highlighted 

the differences in platform capabilities depending on the deployment model. 

5.2.7. TRAINING IN THE CLOUD 

For training in the cloud, the metrics of interest are typically the final trained accuracy, and the runtime needed to get to that 

specific accuracy target. While accuracy is fundamentally dependent on the DNN model and its datasets, it also depends on the 

parallelization strategy and hardware precision employed. For instance, data parallel training divides the training set into “mini-

batches”—and the size of the mini-batch has been found to affect overall training accuracy. Training with 32-bit floating point, 

vs 16-bit floating point formats (e.g., including the custom bfloat16 format, which offers the same range of exponents as the 32-

bit format) can also affect overall accuracy. The runtime to get to a specific accuracy target depends on the efficiency of the 

hardware platform, which depends on both the capability of a single node (e.g., GPU) and the memory plus network capabilities 

of a cluster of nodes (when running distributed training). Other approaches for speeding distributed training involve careful 

compression of the weight update data exchanged between the nodes. 

5.2.8. INFERENCE IN THE CLOUD 

Inference in the cloud is characterized by end-to-end latency, and the observed accuracy/quality of the output. Inference on the 

cloud often leverages mini-batching as well, which increases energy efficiency by data reuse. However, given the stochastic 

nature of AI/ML inference requests, latency constraints can sometimes force the sub-optimal execution of inference jobs with 

less than a full mini-batch of input data. 

5.2.9. INFERENCE AT THE EDGE 

Inference at the edge is characterized by real-time latency, the observed accuracy/quality of the output, and energy-efficiency. 

This is because edge platforms are highly energy constrained, and trading off accuracy for runtime and energy-efficiency is often 

an acceptable trade-off. There is thus an emerging trend in developing edge-platform friendly DNN models (e.g., MobileNetv2, 

SqueezeNet) leveraging frameworks such as TensorFlowLite. Typically, edge inference is performed in smaller batches, although 

inference in autonomous vehicle may involve a continuous stream of images from multiple sensors. 

5.2.10. TRAINING AT THE EDGE 

As discussed in Section 4.2.2, training on the edge is another possible deployment platform, although not yet mainstream. Here 

the metrics of interest might be the amount of new data needed to improve the accuracy of the model while under deployment. 

5.2.10.1.  BENCHMARKING ENVIRONMENT 

For an effective AI/ML benchmark, first the benchmark would have to standardize the testing/benchmarking environment. For 

AI/ML applications, this involves standardizing models based on use-cases like computer vision, speech recognition and others. 

It is evident that given the difference in processing, the benchmark should be separate for Training and Inference processes. 

Some of the recommended metrics that can be captured as part of the benchmarking efforts are listed in Table AB-5. 

Table AB-5    AI/ML Benchmarking Metrics 

  Description Units 

Compute Raw Compute Capability TOPS (Tera, or 1e12  

operations per second) 

Inference Speed Number of features classified per second Frames/Sec 

Training Speed Time to train any model at specified 

accuracy, e.g., 90% accuracy 

Time in minutes 

Power Processing output / Watt Inference Speed/Watt 

Training Speed/Watt 
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5.2.10.2. MLPERF.ORG 

In May 2018, a consortium of companies and universities announced[15] the creation of the MLperf.org website and github 

repository. Currently grown to 64 companies and 8 universities, the consortium’s website describes two broad benchmark suites 

for ML applications, in both training and inference. 

Motivated by the SPEC benchmark, “MLPerf's mission is to build fair and useful benchmarks for measuring training and 

inference performance of ML hardware, software, and services. We believe that a widely accepted benchmark suite will benefit 

the entire community, including researchers, developers, hardware manufacturers, builders of machine learning frameworks, 

cloud service providers, application providers, and end users. 

“Our goals include: 

● Accelerate progress in ML via fair and useful measurement 

● Serve both the commercial and research communities 

● Enable fair comparison of competing systems yet encourage innovation to improve the state-of-the-art of ML 

● Enforce replicability to ensure reliable results 

● Keep benchmarking effort affordable so all can participate”[16] 

Recently, the first set of MLperf Inference results (v0.5) were released[2]. Other AI/ML benchmarks include AI Benchmark, 

EEMBC MLMark, Fathom, AIXPRT, AI Matrix, DeepBench, TBD (Training Benchmarks for DNNs), and DawnBench. [2 and 

references within]. So far, no MLperf results have included power, although this is planned for future versions of the benchmark. 

The goals of the MLperf organization are very closely aligned with this chapter. Key differences are that MLperf focusses on a 

current “snapshot” of AI/ML performance, and explicitly compares particular systems with each other by name. Improvements 

that arise from better frameworks, microcode, or mapping from frameworks may be conflated with improvements coming from 

the underlying hardware. In contrast, the IRDS roadmap is more interested in longer-term trends in improved AI/ML systems, 

as explicitly traceable to changes in the underlying hardware.  

If MLperf is the right source for information on which commercial system to acquire today, the goal we are striving towards with 

this IRDS/AB section is to predict what level of AI/ML performance will be commercially relevant in 2–3 years’ time. 

5.2.10.3. DIFFICULTIES IN BENCHMARKING 

While this is a lofty goal, there is well-known Danish saying, sometimes attributed to Niels Bohr: “It is difficult to make 

predictions, especially about the future.” 

A key challenge with designing and benchmarking AI platforms is the tightly integrated stack—from the DNN models down to 

hardware (Figure AB-3). Unlike traditional SW-HW platforms where clear abstractions exist, the efficiency of AI platforms 

actually comes from breaking the SW-HW boundary. This makes it challenging to tease apart benefits coming from innovations 

in hardware, compilers, and DNN development frameworks (e.g, TensorFlow, PyTorch).  

While there are some emerging benchmarks that focus on essential component blocks of DNN systems[17], it is not clear that a 

benchmarking approach focused solely on component blocks could accurately track full forward-evaluation or training times, 

nor how such an approach would provide reassurance that an approximate digital or analog technique was achieving effectively 

identical classification accuracies. 

Finally, compute efficiency is typically measured in terms of TOPS/W, short for TeraOPS/W, or 1e12 operations per second per 

Watt. Older hardware is sometimes rated in terms of TFLOPS/W, but the use of reduced precision has led to the need to exclude 

the phrase “Floating Point” to avoid confusion. In terms of energy efficiency, there is a significant difference between peak  and 

actual compute efficiency, especially for DNN models that fall well below 100% utilization. For digital accelerators, this can be 

quantified nicely in the form of a rooftop curve, plotting computational performance as a function of operations[9]. 

5.2.11. PERFORMANCE TRENDS AND PREDICTION 

In the meantime, here we show some publicly available data on raw computational capabilities of various systems either released 

or announced for training and inference of DNNs. 

Figure AB-5 shows a plot of computational efficiency in units of TOPS/W for recent CPUs, GPUs, FPGAs and projected or 

advertised capabilities for some custom DNN hardware (labelled as ASICs). Here we focus on hardware that could be used for 

training, using either FP32 or BF16 precision formats. For completeness, we also include FP16 hardware as well, although some 
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reports indicate that not all models can be trained accurately with the original half-precision format without adaptations, and that 

the BF16 format—which uses the same number of bits for the exponent as FP32, but many fewer in the mantissa—is required. 

On the other hand, there are also recent reports that training can be done at 8-bit precision as well[18]. Figure AB-6 replots the 

data from Figure AB-5, showing how TOPS (data points) and the resulting TOPS/W (assessed against the green dotted lines) 

vary as a function of reported system power. 

The separate spreadsheet associated with this report shows a breakdown of numbers used to generate this plot, including 

references for where each data point was obtained. 

Figure AB-7 shows a similar plot of computational efficiency in units of TeraOPS/W for numerous recent CPUs, GPUs, and 

FPGAs, as well as projected or advertised capabilities for some near-future DNN hardware explicitly designed for inference and 

labelled as ASICs. Note that across these plots, one-time improvements based on reduced precision (from 32 to 16 to 8 bits) are 

clearly revealed. Figure AB-8 analogously breaks out the TOPS and TOPS/W performance as a function of reported system 

power. 

Finally, Figure AB-9 plots the efficiency of AI/ML compute as a function of claimed compute performance in TOPS. Efficiency 

is computed by taking the ratio of actual TOPS delivered in EEMBC testing on three workloads (SSDMobileNet 1.0, MobileNet 

1.0, and ResNet-50 1.0)[16] to the claimed peak TOPS. Details of these calculations, including references for the performance 

results, are available in the separate spreadsheet associated with this report. Even for well-known convolutional neural networks 

that feature significant weight reuse, and which are widely known and used, only a portion of the claimed peak TOPS are 

apparently available when running on real workloads. For higher peak TOPS, which are also associated with higher power 

systems, efficiency can be at or below 10%. 

 

   

Figure AB-5    Compute Efficiency (TOPS/W) of Existing and Projected Hardware for Training 
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Figure AB-6    Data from Figure AB-5 for Existing and Projected Hardware for Training replotted as 

TOPS as a function of reported system power 

  

Figure AB-7    Compute Efficiency of Existing and Projected Hardware for Inference 
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Figure AB-8    Data from Figure AB-7 for Existing and Projected Hardware for Inference replotted as 

TOPS as a function of reported system power 

  

Figure AB-9    Efficiency as a function of claimed peak TOPS, showing the percentage of claimed 

compute power actually delivered in practice 
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5.2.12. TECHNOLOGY NEEDS, SYSTEM AND ARCHITECTURES IMPACT 

Key technology needs for Artificial Intelligence depend on the computing architecture (see Table AB-4). Generally, efficiency 

increases with specialization. Thus, more specialized FPGA and ASIC approaches for both training and inferencing will lead to 

the highest efficiencies. Any technology that enables higher efficiencies in FPGA and ASIC implementations will accelerate 

Artificial Intelligence. Also technologies that enhance near memory computation will improve pruned DNNs since they in turn 

result in sparse matrices. 

Approaches to deployment platforms and their corresponding constraints are summarized in Table AB-4. As can be seen, the 

highest performance deployment platforms are the least energy constrained (e.g., cloud platforms). AI remains constrained by 

the memory bandwidth and latency. Because of optimizations such as pruning’s impact on memory access patterns due to 

sparsity, increasing the capacity of caching does not necessarily lead to higher performance. Training is constrained also by the 

available parallelism on more commodity platforms such as multicore processors and GPUs. 
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5.3. PHYSICAL SYSTEM SIMULATION 

Computer simulation of physical real-world phenomena emerged with the invention of electronic digital computing and is 

increasingly being adopted as one of the most successful modern methods for scientific discovery. One of the main reasons for 

this success has been the rapid development of novel computer technologies that has led to the creation of powerful 

supercomputers; large distributed systems such as high-performance computing facilities; access to huge data sets, and high 

throughput communications. In addition, unique and sophisticated scientific instruments, and facilities, such as giant electronic 

microscopes, nuclear physics accelerators, or sophisticated equipment for medical imaging are becoming integral parts of those 

complex computing infrastructures. Subsequently, the term ‘e-science’ was quickly adopted by the professional community to 

capture these new revolutionary methods for scientific discovery via computer simulations of physical systems[1].  

The most important application codes for physical system simulations are typically based on discretization of partial differential 

equations using finite-difference, finite-element, boundary element, and spectral-element methods. Another form of mesh-less 

discretization leads to particle-based methods. Both types of computation constitute heavy workloads that were conventionally 

dominated by floating-point arithmetic, while an increasing number of applications are becoming increasingly bottlenecked by 

the memory bandwidth.      Example applications include areas such as aerospace, astrophysics, biological and medical systems, 

climate and weather, combustion, materials science, and fusion engineering. Physical system simulation is now an essential tool 

in almost every branch of science and engineering where experiments are impossible, dangerous, or inordinately costly.  

From the point of view of application programmers and end-users, the following major benchmarking efforts have been part of 

the development of this field over the years: 

a. The NAS Parallel Benchmarks (NPB) include the descriptions of several (initially eight) “pencil and paper” 

algorithms[2]. All are realistic kernels, although the authors’ claim that they include three “simulated applications” as a 

more accurate description 30 years ago than it is today. The NPB cover only the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) 

application domain that is a primary interest of NASA. 

b. The GENESIS Distributed-Memory Benchmarks[3] were developed in a 3-layer hierarchy – low-level micro-

benchmarks, kernels, and compact applications. This was intended to express the performance of higher-level codes via 

a composition of performance results produced by the codes in the layer below. However, this proved to be a difficult 

task, particularly with including sufficiently broad computational science codes in the compact application layer. 

c. The PARKBENCH Public International Benchmarks for Parallel Computers[4]. This was an ambitious international 

effort to glue together the most popular parallel benchmarks at that time – NPB, GENESIS, and several kernels including 

LINPACK. The PARKBENCH suite adopted the hierarchical approach from GENESIS together, thus inheriting the 

same difficulties described above. 

d. All major machine vendors have participated in the development of SPEComp2001, since achieving portability across 

all involved platforms was an important concern in the development process[5]. The goal was to achieve both functional 

and performance portability. Functional portability ensured that the makefiles and run tools worked properly on all 

systems, and that the benchmarks ran and validated consistently. To achieve performance portability, SPEComp2001 

accommodated several requests by individual participants to add small code modifications that took advantage of key 

features of their machines. There are many SPEComp2001 benchmarking results available, but their main role is to 

confirm that new hardware products and platforms have been validated by the vendors. 

e. Another more recent “pencil and paper” parallel benchmark suite is the Dwarfs Mine based on the initial “Seven 

Dwarfs” proposal (2004) by Phillip Colella. The Dwarfs (computation and communication patterns) are described as 

well-defined targets from algorithmic, software, and architecture standpoints. The number of Dwarfs (which are really 

kernels with some of them mapped to NPB) was then extended to 13 in the “View from Berkeley” Technical Report[6]. 

The report confirms “presence” of the 13 Dwarfs in 6 broad application domains – embedded computing, general-

purpose computing, machine learning, graphics/games, databases, and RMS (recognition/mining/synthesis). While this 

is a very interesting approach, the availability of results is very limited and even more importantly, the application 

domains are different from the ones selected by IRDS AB IFT. Some recent studies suggest that more Dwarfs (kernels) 

should be added for other application domains, while it is also not clear if the existing ones are sufficient for the domains 

described in the “View from Berkeley” Technical Report. 

5.3.1. PERFORMANCE TRENDS AND PREDICTION 

Most of the benchmarking projects mentioned above cover predominantly legacy dense applications, in which high 

computational intensity carries over when parallel implementations are built to solve bigger problems faster than can be handled 

by single processing server nodes. This means that inter-node communication can carry far less data per second than memories 

provide inside a node, and communication over such interconnection networks can be supported largely by explicit program calls 
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to software stacks that manage the data transfers. As long as emphasis was on dense problems, this approach resulted in systems 

with increasing computational performance and was the presumption behind the selection of the LINPACK benchmark for the 

very popular semi-annual TOP500 rankings of supercomputers[7].  

However, many new applications with very high economic potential—such as big data analytics, machine learning, real-time 

feature recognition, recommendation systems, and even physical simulations - have been emerging in the last 10-15 years. These 

codes typically feature irregular or dynamic solution grids and spend much more of their computation in non-floating-point 

operations such as address computations and comparisons, with addresses that are no longer regular or cache-friendly. The 

computational intensity of such programs is far less than for dense kernels, and the result is that for many real codes today, even 

those in traditional scientific cases, the efficiency of the floating-point units that have become the focal point of modern core 

architectures has dropped from the >90% to <5%. This emergence of applications with data-intensive characteristics—e.g., with 

execution times dominated by data access and data movement—has been recognized recently as the 3rd Locality Wall for 

advances in computer architecture[8]. 

To highlight the inefficiencies described above, and to identify architectures which may be more efficient, a new benchmark was 

introduced in 2014 called HPCG[9] (High Performance Conjugate Gradient). HPCG also solves Ax=b problems, but where A is 

a very sparse matrix—normally, with 27 non-zeros in rows that may be millions of elements in width. On current systems, 

floating point efficiency mirrors that seen in full scientific codes. For example, one of the fastest supercomputers in the world in 

terms of dense linear algebra is the Chinese TaihuLight, but that same supercomputer can achieve only 0.4% of its peak floating-

point capability on the sparse HPCG benchmark. The current fastest supercomputer in the world in terms of LINPACK score is 

the Japanese Fugaku machine, but this supercomputer can also achieve only 2.3 % of its peak floating-point capability on HPCG. 

Detailed analysis lead to the conclusion that HPCG performance in terms of useful floating-point operations is dominated by 

memory bandwidth to the point that the number of cores and their floating-point capabilities are irrelevant[10]. There are of 

course application codes with highly irregular and latency-bound memory access that deliver significantly lower performance, 

but they are uncommon. While HPCG does not represent the worst-case scenario, it has been widely accepted as a typical 

performance yardstick for memory-bound applications. 

In response to the increasing demand for low-precision arithmetic from the deep learning community, several vendors are now 

designing specialized hardware with fast low-precision arithmetic units. For the training of deep neural networks, a mix of 16 bit 

and 32 bit floating-point is commonplace, and for inference even lower precision can be used without detrimental effects. 

However, such low precision is not tolerable for most scientific applications but mixing them with higher precision can yield 

superior throughput while retaining sufficient accuracy. Many supercomputers in the Top500 are now equipped with NVIDIA 

GPUs that contain TensorCores, which perform matrix multiplication in mixed 32-bit/16-bit precision. The accuracy of 

computation on such hardware can be HPL further increased to double-precision though iterative refinement when solving a 

linear system of equations[11]. HPL-AI is a mixed-precision version of HPL, which utilizes iterative refinement to solve a linear 

system of equations up to the same accuracy as the original HPL but using much less time and energy. 

Therefore, our selected benchmark codes that cover the “Physical System Simulation” application area of interest are the High-

Performance LINPACK (HPL)[12][13], the HPCG[14], and the HPL-AI[15]. Both HPL and HPCG are very popular codes with 

very good regularity of results since June 2014, while HPL-AI is a new benchmark that has been tracked since November 2019. 

Another very important reason for selecting and HPCG is that they represent different types of real-world phenomena—the HPL 

models dense physical systems while the HPCG models sparse physical systems. Therefore, the available benchmarking results 

provide excellent opportunities for comparisons and interpretation, as well as laying out a relatively well-balanced overall picture 

of the whole application domain for physical system simulation. 

Our approach for HPL and HPCG is to explore a 3-dimensional space—dense systems performance, sparse systems performance, 

and energy efficiency for both cases[16]. With HPL as the representative of dense system performance and HPCG as the 

representative for sparse systems, there are readily available performance and energy results published twice per year (June and 

November) with rankings of up to 500 systems for those two benchmarks since June 2014. We have further decided to use the 

average of the top 10 performance and energy results for each of these two benchmarks. This latter choice could be a point for 

further discussion and optimization of the benchmarking approach for this application domain. We have selected the 10 best only 

(rather than a larger number) because of the very limited HPCG results in the early years of publicly available HPCG 

measurements. 
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Figure AB-10    HPL (dense systems, blue) vs. HPCG (sparse systems, red) Average Performance 

Figure AB-10 shows a significant performance gap of nearly 2 orders of magnitude between HPL and HPCG results in the last 

several years. The increase of the average HPL performance since June 2016 is because of the introduction of the Chinese Sunway 

TaihuLight system. The increase of both HPL and HPCG performance in June 2018 is due to the installation of the Summit 

supercomputer at ORNL. The most recent jump in 2020 for HPL and especially for HPCG is due to the installation of the Fugaku 

supercomputer at Riken, Japan. An optimistic expectation here would be to observe that the gap keeps closing and then assess 

the rate of this progress. Unfortunately, we do not have any evidence that the observed performance gap is in fact closing to any 

degree. Thus, we can draw the conclusion that one of the main challenges ahead will be to significantly increase sparse systems 

performance with any future computing systems designed for this application domain. While it is clear that reaching ExaFLOP/s 

performance with HPL will happen soon, it is equally clear that this achievement will leave this significant gap between dense 

and sparse systems performance unchanged. 

Figure AB-11 complements the above analysis by showing a similar gap of approximately 2 orders of magnitude for the fraction 

of peak performance between HPL (dense) and HPCG (sparse). This provides clear evidence of something we have known for 

years – our production codes (which are usually sparse systems) are unable to deliver more than a few percent of the peak system 

performance that HPL results would seem to promise. The figure shows that this gap has not been reducing, and further points 

out the need to address sparse system performance in the next generation of computer architectures designed for this application 

domain. 
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Figure AB-11     HPL (dense systems, blue) vs. HPCG (sparse systems, red) Fraction of Peak Performance 

 

 

Figure AB-12    HPL (dense systems) vs. HPCG (sparse systems) vs. the most energy-efficient 

supercomputers on the Green 500 list 

The energy efficiency dimension of our evaluation is depicted in Figure AB-12. The current supercomputing designs appear to 

be able to scale up to 400 PetaFLOP/s while remaining within the recommended 20 MW system power consumption envelope. 

An optimistic estimate based on this would require 3.75 times improvements in energy efficiency, and 2.5 times improvements 
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in the HPL performance currently delivered by the Fugaku supercomputer to reach the ExaFLOP/s barrier. Unfortunately, this 

would only achieve the desired performance and energy efficiency for the computation of dense physical systems such as the 

HPL benchmark.  

Similar performance vs. energy efficiency analysis and projections for sparse systems based on the HPCG results look much 

more pessimistic. Here the two orders of magnitude lower performance delivered for sparse systems by the current 

supercomputing architectures strongly impact the energy efficiency. 

 

 

Figure AB-13    HPL-AI (mixed precision) vs. HPL (double precision) Top 1 Performance 

Figure AB-13 shows the performance of the HPL-AI benchmark from the year it started. In November 2019 there was only a 

single entry from the Summit system, and in June 2020 there were two entries from Summit and Fugaku –the top two largest 

systems at the time. In November 2020 there were 5 entries, in June 2021 there were 11 entries, and the latest version in November 

2021 had 18 entries. Due to the small number of participations in the HPL-AI benchmark we decided to show only the Top 1 

score, since the Top 10 average would not show a meaningful trend with such small number of entries since 2019. The HPL 

Rmax score is plotted along with the HPL-AI score, which shows the drastic difference between the performance of floating-

point arithmetic when low-precision hardware can be utilized effectively. Note that the final accuracy of the solution to the linear 

system is identical between HPL-AI and HPL, since HPL-AI uses iterative refinement to achieve double-precision accuracy. 

5.3.2. TECHNOLOGY NEEDS, SYSTEM AND ARCHITECTURES IMPACT 

The technological challenges that could help drive further developments in the field of physical system simulation include: 

a. Reduced Data Movement.  

For several decades, significantly reducing the data movement has been one of the most important challenges towards achieving 

higher computer performance. Achieving higher bandwidth and lower latency for accessing and moving data—both locally 

(memory systems) and remotely (interconnection networks)—are key challenges towards building supercomputers at ExaFLOP/s 

level and beyond. Breakthrough architecture solutions addressing those challenges could potentially enable up to two orders of 

magnitude higher performance particularly for sparse physical system simulations. More specifically, forthcoming designs of 

High Bandwidth Memory (HBM) such as HBM3+ and HBM4 expected to be released between 2022 and 2024, are likely to 

change substantially the application performance landscape for future supercomputers.  

b. Efficient Floating-Point Arithmetic.  

After several decades, the IEEE 754 Standard for Floating-Point Arithmetic was renewed again in July 2019[17]. However, the 

level of interest in this standard has been declining following critical comments about various important aspects of IEEE 754 

including wasted cycles, energy inefficiencies, and accuracy. Unfortunately, the path forward is unclear at present and may 
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involve keeping this standard as an option at least for backward compatibility while developing and implementing novel and 

more efficient solutions. Several efforts to address these problems follow two main approaches: 

Analysis of specific algorithms and re-writing of existing codes in order to improve the performance by using lower floating-

point precision without compromising accuracy. This approach has been shown to work well but only for specific 

algorithms/codes, and with significant dedicated efforts for each case, such as dense matrix[18], low-rank matrix[19], and sparse 

matrix applications[20]. 

More radical approaches proposing new solutions have been under development including the Posit Arithmetic proposal[21]. 

This work introduces a new data type — posit — as a replacement for the traditional floating-point data type because of its 

advantages. For example, posits guarantee higher accuracy and bitwise identical results across different systems which have been 

recognized as the main weaknesses of the IEEE 754 Standard. In addition, they enable more economical design with high 

efficiency which lowers the cost and the consumed power while providing higher bandwidth and lower latency for memory 

access. 

c. Low Consumed Power.  

During the last two decades, further developments of computer architecture and microprocessor hardware have been hitting the 

so-called “Energy Wall” because of their excessive demands for more energy. Subsequently, we have been ushering in a new era 

with electric power and temperature as the primary concerns for scalable computing. This is a very difficult and complex problem 

which requires revolutionary disruptive methods with a stronger integration among hardware features, system software and 

applications. Equally important are the capabilities for fine-grained spatial and temporal instrumentation, measurement, and 

dynamic optimization, in order to facilitate energy-efficient computing across all layers of current and future computer systems. 

Moreover, the interplay between power, temperature and performance adds another layer of complexity to this already difficult 

group of challenges. 

Existing approaches for energy efficient computing rely heavily on power efficient hardware in isolation which is far from 

acceptable for the emerging challenges. Furthermore, hardware techniques, like dynamic voltage and frequency scaling, are often 

limited by their granularity (very coarse power management) or by their scope (a very limited system view). More specifically, 

recent developments of multi-core processors recognize energy monitoring and tuning as one of the main challenges towards 

achieving higher performance, given the growing power and temperature constraints. To address these challenges, one needs 

both suitable energy abstraction and corresponding instrumentation which are amongst the core topics of ongoing research and 

development work. Another approach is the use of application-specific accelerators to improve the application performance, 

while reducing the total consumed power which in turn minimizes the overall thermal energy dissipation. 

The “Physical System Simulation” application area urgently needs novel and innovative architectures that provide solutions 

resolving the 3rd Locality Wall challenge. This includes both novel memory systems and interconnection networks offering much 

higher bandwidth and lower latency. Energy efficiency indicators also need urgent improvements by at least an order of 

magnitude. This requirement is equally valid for both homogeneous and heterogeneous architectures (including accelerators and 

FPGAs) that need further comparisons and analysis. Since the application area of physical system simulations is based 

predominantly on floating-point arithmetic, novel architecture proposals that address floating-point processing challenges can 

also be expected to have substantial impact, particularly for dense system computations. 
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5.4. CRYPTOGRAPHY 

This section discusses the cryptographic primitives and cryptosystems used in embedded Internet-of-Things, or IoT, devices. IoT 

device security is a broad domain, and this chapter will omit some topics for the sake of brevity, focusing only on the aspects 

that relate to performance and energy-efficiency relevant to a roughly five-year horizon. 

The benchmark used to evaluate this area is EEMBC’s SecureMark™-TLS[1]. 

Performance Trends and Predictions 

IoT device security is a balance of available resources and posture. The former can be characterized as a design competition 

between performance and energy delivery, since IoT devices are assumed to be energy-constrained due to either battery-only 

operation, or powered by limited environmental generation strategies. The latter, security posture, sets the functional 

requirements of the security solution, and has changed dramatically in the IoT space in the wake of increasing embedded threats, 

such as the Mirai[2] botnet which targeted hundreds of thousands of consumer gadgets. 

The push of new security functionality into the IoT space inevitably devolves into the traditional “power versus performance 

tradeoff”: once a new functionality becomes a dominant requirement, resources are then invested in optimization. In this section 

performance refers to the speed of the computation, and energy-efficiency refers to the Joules used to perform the computation. 

In the past year, new benchmark data has finally emerged to characterize some of these optimizations, including: 

• Software improvements through clever assembly language programming 

• Instruction-set extensions 

• Hard-IP acceleration 

• Peripheral accelerators 

Are ISA extensions classified as hardware acceleration? At EEMBC we’ve decided the answer is no: only hard-IP that is not 

accessible directly through the ISA, or exists as peripheral hardware, is considered hardware acceleration. 

Performance acceleration can also improve energy-efficiency: speeding up the operation by reducing instructions or memory 

accesses uses less energy for the computation, but also reduces the time spent in high-power MCU modes. Dedicated hardware 

can improve both sides of the equation. 

https://youtu.be/ut9sBnwF6Kw
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To measure performance and energy efficiency, EEMBC developed the SecureMark™-TLS benchmark. The research group 

consisted of EEMBC members: Synopsys, Arm, STMicroelectronics, Texas Instruments, Renesas, and Flex. The benchmark 

quantifies the energy costs for performing a particular complex, yet common, operation for secure communications known as the 

TLS handshake[3]. This operation commonly occurs in a web browser to authenticate communication with a remote host, and 

share a key for encrypted transmissions. (Note that the TLS transport protocol is not limited to TCP/IP.) When modeling this for 

the embedded space, the collection cryptoprimitives used in the handshake—the ciphersuite—reflect the most likely options for 

energy-constrained devices. To increase portability to a wide range of hardware, the benchmark facilitates various hardware and 

software optimizations through an API abstraction layer. The benchmark produces two scores: an energy score which is inversely 

proportional to the number of Joules used to complete the computation (higher is better), and a performance score, which 

similarly is inversely proportional to the number of seconds taken to complete the operation (again, higher is better). The 

cryptoprimitives used in SecureMark-TLS are: 

• AES128-ECB 

• ASE128-CCM 

• SHA256 

• ECDH and ECDSA on the NIST p256r1 curve 

All are invoked with various input dataset sizes to reflect the real-world TLS payload sizes. 

Figure AB-14, below, plots all of the data available from the SecureMark-TLS score page. Although many vendors use the 

benchmark, not many submit scores and prefer to keep the results internal (or under NDA). Several of the devices measured have 

existed for over half a decade, so it doesn’t yet make sense to look at the raw data from a time-based perspective. Instead, we 

will focus on a tradeoff view, plotting performance against energy-efficiency. 

 

 

Figure AB-14    EEMBC's SecureMark-TLS benchmark results. If a device appears more than once, 

additional fields have been added to explain the differences. See Table AB-6 for more details on the devices 

(just the shorthand name for the device is used as a label to reduce visual clutter). 
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In this chart, hardware accelerated devices have the highest energy efficiency. All of the accelerated solutions except the 

STM32L562 offer acceleration of each cryptoprimitives used in the benchmark; the L562 only offers PKA acceleration for ECC, 

and performs AES and SHA via the ISA.  

Without acceleration, scaling behaves as we’d expect with any MCU compute workload. However, it is clear that any moving to 

any optimized solution is going to be better than voltage or frequency scaling. For example, the L562 sees a 3.5x and 1.5x 

improvement in both energy efficiency and performance from moving to acceleration. 

 

Table AB-6    A device with and without dedicated acceleration. 

L562 Acceleration, 1.8 V, 24 MHz 

Mode Energy Perf 

Without 6050 284 

With 27400 699 

 353% 146% 

  

Frequency scaling has a different impact on energy efficiency when comparing the architecture of the U585 accelerator versus 

the Cortex-M4 in the L476. In the RISC architecture, we see a 16% improvement in energy efficiency for a 70% reduction in 

performance, roughly 4-to-1 performance for energy; whereas the U585 engine is roughly 1.5-to-1 performance for energy for a 

dedicated hardware solution. 

  

Table AB-7    Dedicated hardware frequency scaling versus core architecture. 

U585 w/Acceleration  L476RG Frequency Scaling 

MHz Energy Perf  MHz Energy Perf. 

160 85700 13100  80 3930 787 

24 134000 1950  24 4570 237 

-85% 56% -85%  -70% 16% -70% 

  

If we slice through Figure AB-14 for one architecture, the STMicroelectronics Cortex M4-based L476RG, we see examples of 

the impact of different software library optimizations as shown in Figure AB-15, below. The L476RG has no dedicated 

instructions or peripherals for cryptography (excluding the TRNG) so its efficiency here is entirely dictated by software 

optimization. 
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Figure AB-15    Zooming into just a single architecture with various software libraries. 

At 80 MHz and 3.0 Volts, the datapoints show the relationship between three libraries: Arm’s mbedTLS[4], Wolf’s wolfSSL[5], 

and Oberon’s ocrypto[6]. The mbedTLS and WolfSSL codecs are visible on GitHub, and looking into them reveals that mbedTLS 

does not offer any M4 acceleration, and wolfSSL has some lower-level M4 hand-tuned assembly optimizations. Oberon’s 

solution is not open-source, but reportedly does additional assembly tuning by almost completely eliminating stack and heap 

requirements. A key observation is that both performance and energy-efficiency are improving with these optimizations. There’s 

no reason to think that this focus on software optimization will not continue, especially as more cryptoprimitives are introduced 

into the mainstream. 

In terms of performance predictions, we don’t expect to see a repeat of the huge gains observed in this first generation of moving 

from software-only to hardware acceleration, but we do expect greater proliferation of dedicated hardware to all semiconductor 

vendors, and continued refinement on the software side. Meanwhile, new cryptoprimitives are moving into common use such as 

ChaCha20/Poly1305 to serve as an authenticated replacement for AES, and the twisted Edwards curve Ed25519 to replace the 

NIST p256r1 curve for ECC. However, cryptographic engines provide more than just acceleration, they also provide tools for 

secure booting, updating and key storage, and the platform itself continues to deploy new countermeasures (see the following 

sections).  

The biggest change will likely be integration of new features at higher levels of abstraction. If one examines the software, the 

cryptoprimitive API is largely identical between implementations: the parameters to AES-GCM are the same regardless of 

implementation. However, we are seeing layers above this evolve with most vendors providing another higher-level layer for 

developing applications. Each vendor offering their own solution complicates the space. An attempt to standardize how these 
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primitives interact developed by Arm called the Platform Security Architecture (PSA). We expect this evolution of the system 

architecture to converge on a more common vocabulary, as discussed later in this section.  

5.4.1. TECHNOLOGY NEEDS 

As with any data-driven research, the most important technological need is for benchmark scores to be published by vendors. 

Without data it is hard to glean insight and make predictions. 

Beyond that, cryptographic primitives need to be fast, energy efficient, and resilient to attack from yet-invented technologies, 

e.g., post-quantum cryptography, meaning primitives that are impervious to quantum computer algorithms. NIST has been 

working on this through their standardization process[7]. 

Optimization of symmetric ciphers and message digests are common: there are plenty of ISA-optimized algorithms available, 

with and without dedicated extensions, and with different performance and energy-efficiency. Where things become slightly 

more novel is in the public key infrastructure (PKI) algorithms, such as Diffie-Helman key exchange, or secret generation with 

RSA or Elliptic Curve Cryptography. These algorithms require big integer math: math that uses arbitrary-sized integers in 

exponentiation and modulus math over integer fields. Only in the past five years or so have MCUs begun including acceleration 

for these operations, and we expect to see improved techniques for these operations make their way into dedicated hardware. 

This can all be accomplished with current process technologies. 

5.4.2. SYSTEMS AND ARCHITECTURES IMPACT 

While cryptographic offloading has existed for well over a decade in the embedded space, the features have evolved from simple 

ISA extensions to sophisticated cryptosystems for securing keys, detecting intrusions, secure booting and provisioning, and a 

variety of other countermeasures. The options available to ODMs and integrators covers quite a large space, with a variety of 

options and caveats. This begs the question as to whether this proliferation of different techniques and approaches are obfuscating 

an already complex area, or simply exploring the solution-space thoroughly. 

The cryptosystems are the source of failures we read about most commonly. By comparison, primitives are rarely found to be 

flawed or compromised, but it does happen (SHA1[8], MD5[9]). A mistake in a protocol, a feature that leaves a surface 

vulnerable, these are much harder to identify upfront, and usually are only discovered via bug-bounties, white-hat researchers, 

or is more likely the case: black-hat exploits. Part of this is due to the complexity of implementing a cryptosystem. 

Here are some examples of various high-level cryptographic packages offered by several silicon vendors to facilitate in easing 

the complexity of implementing security protocols: 

• Arm TrustZone, which covers v8 ISA instructions, CryptoCell, PSA and mbedTLS 

• Renesas SCE9 Secure crypto Engine[10] 

• Synopsys ARC CryptoPac ISA instructions and Enhanced Security Package[11] 

• STMicroelectronics Cryptographic Service Engine peripheral 

• Silicon Labs CRYPTO, CRYPTOACC, and Secure Engine Peripherals for mbedTLS[12] 

Power-constrained IoT devices live in the wild, and rarely are connected to the internet directly. Typically, they interface to a 

gateway through a very low-power wireless radio such as Bluetooth, ZigBee, or low-power 802.11. A gateway is a kind of smart 

router that connects to the internet and manages pools of local IoT devices. Securing those devices out in the field is critical: 

someone can obtain the physical device, reverse engineer it, and replace it with a compromised device infiltrating the entire 

network much easier than, say, a laptop. Deploying these devices into use—giving them unique identities and configuring them—

is called provisioning. This needs to be secured. Over time, the device might need a flash update. This also needs to be secured. 

Every time the device boots, it must come up in a secure mode. A third thing that requires on-device security. 

One such feature derived from these higher-level capabilities is secure boot, it has a variety of implementation strategies 

depending in the security posture (think perf/energy tradeoffs again). The simplest boot scenario is to simply boot without any 

security checks at all. Clearly this not feasible in just about any scenario today. Here are three common strategies for a secure 

boot implementation: 

1. A simple hash. On each boot the device checks the hash of the firmware to make sure the image is not corrupted. 

Obviously if the hash itself is compromised this fails, and if the hash is stored in secure memory, the image can never 

be updated without updating the secure memory too. This simple solution only requires a hash function, like SHA256. 
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2. Signed image. A signed firmware differs from a hash in that a public key performs authentication. This key is stored 

on the device secure memory to verify the firmware is valid, although the content of the firmware is visible to a 

hacker. During bootup the image signature is checked, and requires typically an RSA or ECDSA function. 

3. Signed and encrypted image, factory key schedule. In this scenario the firmware image is encrypted and signed, and 

the key resides in secure device memory. This requires an RSA or ECDSA function, and also a block cipher. If 

executing from flash, the blocks need to be decrypted on the fly, or if there is enough RAM, the entire image can be 

decrypted into RAM and executed from there. 

  

This is just a small set of examples. There are many other strategies for secure boot that can be constructed from a set of 

cryptoprimitives and there is no one agreed-upon solution. The point being: there is an architectural need to simplify and 

converge-on industry-standard practices for these additional requirements. While IETF and NIST have provided guidance, the 

vendor-supplied tools and techniques vary significantly. We expect the cryptosystems and their tooling to continue adding 

additional protocols for securing deployed devices, hopefully with consistent design architectures and methodologies. In addition, 

EEMBC is already working on its second-generation SecureMark benchmark to explore more deeply into applied uses of 

cryptosystems, rather than focusing just on primitives. 
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5.5. EMERGING AREA: VIDEO CODEC 

5.5.1. PERFORMANCE TRENDS AND PREDICTION 

As mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets become more ubiquitous, both supply and demand for high-resolution and 

high quality video content have been growing rapidly. Such video content has become a predominant bandwidth consumer, 

projected to take up close to 80% of the overall mobile data traffic by 2022 as shown in Figure AB-16[1]. The customer appetite 

and expectation for fast, ultra-high-quality video will continue to grow. 

 

 

Figure AB-16    Mobile video will generate nearly four-fifths of mobile data traffic by 2022 

Naturally, there is a strong demand for high efficiency video compression technology, which led to an effort to create an open 

video format. In 2013, Google launched VP9[2], which was competitive in coding efficiency with the state-of-the-art royalty-

bearing H.265/HEVC codec. In 2015, several companies including Amazon, Google, Mozilla, Netflix, Intel, and Arm formed 

the Alliance for Open Media (AOM), a consortium to work jointly towards a next-generation open video coding format called 

AV1. 

AV1 is a traditional block-based frequency transform format based on Google’s VP9 codec. It incorporates additional techniques 

that mainly give encoders more coding options to enable better adaptation to different types of input. 

Big companies are adding support for AV1. 

“Netflix now streaming AV1 on Android”[3] 

“Facebook video adds AV1 support”[4] 

 

In a study by Facebook [blog], AV1 consistently showed significant bandwidth savings across various resolutions compared to 

x264 (main and high config) and libvpx-vp9 as shown in Figure AB-17. 
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Figure AB-17    AV1 BD-rate saving in terms of SSIM for ABR mode against x264 main, x264 high and 

libvpx-vp9[5] 

From a study presented in [ICIAR19] by the University of Waterloo, Figure AB-18 shows the RD curves of AVC, VP9, HEVC, 

AVS2 and AV1 encores for 540p, 1080p and 2160p resolutions for two sample videos. AV1 achieves the highest bitrate savings 

for high motion content among competing codecs. This is enabled by AV1’s superior motion prediction schemes through warped 

motion, global motion tools and more reference frames. 

 

 

 

Figure AB-18    RD curves of AVC, VP9, HEVC, AVS2 and AV1 encoders for 540p, 1080p, and 2160p 

resolution for Tears of steel (left) and Barbecue (right) 

However, the same study compares the relative encoder complexity of these codecs measured on an Intel E5-1620 CPU with 

32GB memory. shown in Table AB-8. Across three resolutions, AV1 is more than two orders of magnitudes more complex 

compared to AVC and is more than 50 times more complex than AVS2, which is the next most complex codec. 
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Table AB-8    Encoder relative complexity vs. AVC at 3 resolutions 

 AVC HEVC AV1 VP9 AVS2 

2160p 1 4.2810 590.74 5.2856 9.8568 

1080P 1 4.7314 546.19 6.6286 10.0401 

540P 1 5.2805 806.15 5.2572 11.7716 

 

5.5.2. TECHNOLOGY NEEDS, SYSTEM AND ARCHITECTURE IMPACT 

A video is a sequence of frames which are divided into one or more tiles. Tiles are divided into large squares called superblocks. 

Each block may be predicted by neighboring blocks in the same tile, or by a motion projection of regions in other frames. The 

core of the video encoder is deciding how to partition the blocks, which prediction mode and reference to use for each block, and 

how to transform the difference. 

 

 

Figure AB-19    Processing stages of an AV1 encoder with relevant technologies associated with each 

stage.[6] 

Despite the significant reduction in average bitrate at the same quality, the long encoding time remains a challenge for AV1 to 

be more widely adopted, especially to support real-time transcoding. While the development of AV1 stemmed from VP9, the 

increased overhead comes from additional techniques and complexity at every step of the encoding process.  

For example, Figure AB-20 shows the partition tree in VP9 and AV1. VP9 uses a 4-way partition tree starting from the 64x64 

level down to 4x4 level. However, AV1 not only expands the partition-tree to a 10-way structure, but also increases the largest 

size to start from 128x128. 

For intra prediction, while VP9 uses 8 directional modes and 2 non-directional modes, AV1 has 56 direction models and 6 non-

directional modes enabled, along with 5 recursive filtering modes and a chroma-only mode, in order to exploit more varieties of 

spatial redundancy in directional textures.  
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Similarly, there are many more added complexities in AV1 in stages such as inter prediction, transforms, quantization, entropy 

coding, and filtering. More details of these added complexities can be found in [7]. 

 

Figure AB-20    Partition tree in VP9 and AV1 

From a CPU workload characterization perspective, there has not yet been a detailed study that explores the bottlenecks of these 

added algorithmic complexities accompany. Characterizations such as [IISWC 2020][8] can be repeated on AV1. [IISWC 

2020][8] conducted a detailed analysis and microarchitectural sensitivity study while sweeping some transcode parameters in 

x264. Figure AB-21 shows the trade-off while turning two knobs, namely ref and crf. 

 

Figure AB-21    Transcoding speed, video quality, and file size triangle 

Note: It shows the effects of increasing crf and refs on the three metrics. A green line denotes a positive impact, a red line represents a 

negative impact, a solid line demotes an active impact (purpose of changing the option), and a dotted line indicates a passive 

impact (side effect). 

 

Figure AB-22 shows profiling results showing inefficiencies in different microarchitecture resources for those knobs. 
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Figure AB-22    Profiling results showing inefficiency in different microarchitecture resources for different 

values of transcoding parameters, crf and refs. 

A similar study for AV1 would help identify CPU bottlenecks and lead to potential optimizations. 

 

[ASPLOS 2018][9] apply Processing-In-Memory (PIM) on VP9 encoding/decoding. 

 

 

 

Figure AB-23    Modified VP9 encoder with in-memory ME 
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Figure AB-24    Energy (left) and runtime (right) for all video kernels, normalized to CPU-only, using 100 

4K frames for decoding and 10 HD frames for encoding[10] 

 

Moreover, dedicated hardware accelerators can be developed to significantly improve the encoding time. Google recently 

developed VPU [ASPLOS][9]. 
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5.6. MACHINE LEARNING FOR SCIENCE 

Use of machine learning for science applications is a vast topic. The recent Department of Energy townhalls that are focused on 

this particular topic and the associated report covers this topic in substantial detail [1]. The use of machine learning in science is 

possible in several areas of interest to domain scientists such as chemistry and materials [2,4,6], high energy physics [7], nuclear 

physics, biology and life sciences [5], energy and infrastructure, climate science [3], and computer science. The use of AI/ML in 

many of these domains have the potential for distinct needs for devices and systems. Instead of analyzing the needs of each one 
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of the fields individually, we look at the potential use of AI/ML in a science pipeline as represented by an abstract multiphysics 

pipeline shown in Figure AB-25. 

 

 

Figure AB-25    Use of ML within an Abstract Multiphysics Pipeline 

 

This abstract model shows different possible places machine learning could be used in a modeling and simulation workflow. The 

key steps to focus on are the presence of multiple scales of physics as this is very common in several of the modeling and 

simulation workflow. Machine learning could be used to build a surrogate for first principle calculations, as part of the inference 

within a larger scale calculation using the ML trained surrogate, as part of an active learning or experimental design loop to 

generate new training data and train new models. In addition to these modeling and simulation use cases, machine learning could 

also be used to build models using data from experiments or physical assets that we are trying to model. Machine learning finally 

could also be used to connect the physical assets to digital models to generate new training data. There are a lot of similarities 

between these use cases. However, there are also unique requirements for each of these use cases that must be addressed in the 

roadmap for the devices and systems. This report highlights several examples in each of these use cases and use them to highlight 

the future needs in systems.  

As one considers ML for Science use cases it is important to also understand that there is wide variety in what type of machine 

learning approaches are popular. In fact, there is a continuum of machine approaches that are used within this domain that have 

slightly different requirements on devices and systems. One such continuum is shown in Figure AB-26 with physical models 

such as finite element methods, density functional theory, in one end of the spectrum and fully data driven models in the other 

end of the spectrum. Several “physics informed machine learning” approaches exist in between these two extremes. The most 

common approach is to incorporate physics in the loss function. However, several new approaches are being developed where 

physics is explicitly handled in the machine learning model or it is encoded in the input. One example on how such a spectrum 

would impact device and system of the future is where the loss function itself requires a physics solve. Such a requirement might 

be better served by a system that is suitable for a traditional solve and a machine learning model or by a heterogeneous node with 

several specialized accelerators. 
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Figure AB-26    Spectrum of machine learning approaches on ml for science use cases 

 

5.6.1. LARGE SCALE INFERENCE WITHIN PHYSICS SIMULATIONS 

 

Figure AB-27    Gordon Bell Prize winning materials calculation using machine learning that reaches 275 

pflops using thousands of GPUs [2] 

The first example we start with is the problem of using a trained machine learning model for a given material within large scale 

materials calculation. Figure AB-27 shows performance of a recent Gordon Bell prize winning DeepMD code for a Copper 

system [2]. The key part of this simulation is using a trained ML model within a large scale MD simulation to be able to solve a 

science problem at a scale that was not possible before. The results show excellent scaling up to 4560 nodes with thousands of 

GPUs. Fast inference integrated with the molecular dynamics simulation poses unique challenges to hardware as the inference is 

tightly integrated with other steps within physics simulation. As the molecular dynamics simulations are tightly integrated with 

the inference, any system design would have to consider accelerating both the science simulation and the inference portion, 

efficient data accesses for both, and data sharing/transfer between the physics simulation and machine learning inference. The 

parallel scalability derives from the science simulation and the inference can be a local inference in most such examples when 
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the model itself is able to fit on a single device. The growth in the size of the models have to be met by improved memory 

capacity, out-of-memory algorithms, or distributed inference. 

5.6.2. TRAINING WITH LARGE AMOUNTS OF DATA FOR SCIENCE SIMULATIONS 

Machine Learning training needs have been a key constraint on how much data can be used, how large of a model can be trained, 

and how much hyperparameter optimization can be done to tune the model. Figure AB-28 shows recent work from OpenAI on 

the amount of compute required to train several AI models. This graph shows that the amount of compute needed has doubled 

every 3-4 months.  

 

Figure AB-28    The amount of compute needed for AI training 

While the ML for science simulation needs for training are on different magnitude at this time, partially because of still being 

nascent compared to AI models used in industry, the growth trend for ML training needs are not very different based on anecdotal 

evidence. We show two examples from recent work that demonstrate the requirements from science applications. 

Recent Gordon Bell prize winning work used 27K GPUs for training the climate simulations to achieve 1.13 EF/s of FP16 

performance [3]. This work is one example of the need for large scale compute for AI training for climate simulations. 

On the other side of the spectrum, there is also a need for using large amounts of data. Recent work on machine learning for 

density functional theory calculations [4] uses 440+ GB of data for two temperatures of one material. When expanded to multiple 

materials, temperatures, densities, and temperatures this data set is expected to be 100s of terabytes of training data. Such unique 

science use cases bring in important requirements to machine learning training hardware where a workflow that can handle 

terabytes of training data is important. It is also important to note that these science use cases require FP32 precision for their 

accuracy needs. Hardware that support FP32 will be important for ML for science use cases. 
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5.6.3. MACHINE LEARNING ON EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

 

Figure AB-29    Scaling of Application performance for electron microscopy data on 25,200 GPUs  

Figure AB-29 demonstrates scaling of an ML for science use case with experimental data. This was another Gordon Bell finalist 

few years ago [5]. This example comes from the electron microscopy application. However, number of other examples from 

science use cases have similar needs. The example here shows the results of not just ML training, but the hyperparameter tuning, 

and a genetic algorithm to choose a network. The scaling of this application to 25,200 GPUs results in 167 PFlop calculations. 

This application again demonstrates the need for FP32 calculations, and mixed precision calculations from the ML for science 

use cases. 
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5.7. EMERGING AREA: INTERNET OF THINGS APPLICATIONS 

The Internet of Things (IoT) stands for a network of large numbers of embedded devices that operate by communicating with 

other devices on the internet, of increasing capabilities. The term was coined by Peter T. Lewis in 1985: “The Internet of Things, 

or IoT, is the integration of people, processes and technology with connectable devices and sensors to enable remote monitoring, 

status, manipulation and evaluation of trends of such devices.”[1] An early example was from 1982 when grad students at 

Carnegie Melon University connected a soft drink vending machine to the internet to report on contents and temperature. Today 

common examples include “smart home” devices such as video surveillance cameras and home temperature controls. Other 

application areas range from remote medical monitoring such as for elder care, through transportation management, to preventive 

maintenance and weather monitoring. Figure AB-30[2] lists the results of one survey of such areas from 2020. 

One estimate is that the number of IoT devices today exceeds 2 billion, and will grow to 6 billion in 5 years as pictured un Figure 

AB-31.[3] In this figure “NB-Iot” and “Cat M1” refer to low-power wide area wireless network (LPWAN) cellular technology 

as defined by the standards group 3GPP [4], with speeds between 200 kbps and 400 kbps, and designed for machine-to-machine 

communication where connections are made dynamically when devices have data to share, or a internet host needs to establish 

communication. Other estimates [Tanweer, 2018][5] place the number of connected devices much higher, as much as 35 billion 

today and 75 billion by 2025. 

Given the ubiquitous nature of IoT devices, power and energy consumption are clear priorities for their implementation, both in 

internal processing and in communication with external networks. There are emerging benchmarks to measure at least 

communication properties. One is IoTMark [6] which is aimed at energy efficiency, with two defined metrics: IoTMark-BLE for 

BlueTooth and an upcoming IoTMark-Wi-Fi for Wi-Fi connections. IoTMark-BLE models an I2C sensor, processor, and 

BlueTooth radio, from wakeup, through “advertise” (look for connectivity), to connections, and back to sleep. The reported 

“IoTMark” metric is a weighted composite for power during each state. 

More processing centric benchmarks are also being developed. For example, [Shukla, 2017][7] identifies four performance 

metrics: latency, throughput, jitter, and CPU and memory utilization, along with almost 30 microkernels that together can be 

used with 4 streaming workflows to match up with several possible IoT scenarios. 

There is a growing desire to infuse IoT devices with some form of AI, for either autonomous control or data analysis. Such IoT 

“intelligence” can reside in three configurations: 

1. Within the IoT device itself, such as for collision detection in an automobile sensor. 

2. At the edge of the network but beyond each IoT device, such as in real-time traffic-driven traffic light controls. 

3. In servers in the cloud, as in real-time vehicle fleet route planning. 

The second of the above brings up a mode of computing half way between pure IoT and Cloud computing that is of growing 

importance, called “fog computing.” In this model, there is a layer of “fog nodes” at the edge of the conventional internet that 

serve as junction points for a subset of Iot devices. Unlike a cloud server, a fog node is aware of some geographical or logical 

set of IoT devices with which it interacts. Interaction with higher cloud-level servers is through these fog nodes.  

The importance of such models has grown to the point where NIST has developed a formal conceptual model [Iorga, 2018][8], 

and the IEEE has developed a standard reference architecture [IEEE, 2018][9]. There is also an “OpenFog Consortium” [OPC, 

2016][10] to drive the continued development of such standards. At least one set of benchmarks [McChesney, 2019][11] have 

been defined that use fog nodes in a variety of ways to interact with sets of IoT devices., and provides measurements on several 

implementations.  

Future editions of the IRDS AB Chapter will seek to track the trajectory of applications once there are sufficient results from 

benchmark suites discussed above. Of particular and continued interest will be the ability to reduce the energy of communication, 

and also the ability to embed AI and machine learning functions at very low energy in leaf IoT devices. The latter in particular 

may benefit from mixed analog/digital “in memory” computational structures as may be enabled by emerging alternative memory 

technologies. 
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Source: IOT Analytics 

Figure AB-30    Top 10 IoT Application Areas 2020 

 

 
 

Figure AB-31    IoT Devices[12] 
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6. CROSS MATRIX 

The function of the Cross Matrix is to map application areas to SA-IFT-defined market driver : 

• Cloud: This category is for server devices deployed in data centers. The term “cloud” refers to the engineering of data 

center scale computing operations: compute, storage, networking engineered for scale and for continuous resource 

redeployment and reconfiguration via APIs. Whether they are operated publicly or privately, they offer on demand, as-

a-service consumption model. While they had their origins in web service; media streaming, shopping and commerce; 

they are increasingly broadening their applications base to big data for social networking, recommendations, and other 

purposes; precision medicine; training of AI systems, and high performance computation (HPC) for science and 

industry.  

• Personal Augmentation (PA): Personal augmentation devices provide multiple use cases: telephony and video 

telephony; multimedia viewing; photography and videography; email and electronic communication; positioning and 

mapping, authenticated financial transactions, health and fitness monitoring, personal safety and environmental 

warning. Current and upcoming market drivers include: gaming and video applications; productivity applications; social 

networking; augmented reality and context-aware applications, and mobile commerce. Personal augmentation devices 

already make use of AI technologies such as personal assistants. Deployment of AI on and through personal 

augmentation devices will accelerate. 

• Internet-of-Things edge devices (IoT-e): Although IoT is a broad class if computing applications spanning the server 

to the ultimate sensors and actuators, an IoT edge (IoTe) device is a wireless device with computation, sensing, 

communication, and possibly storage. The device may include one or more CPUs, memory, non-volatile storage, 

communication, security, and power management. It may be line powered, battery powered or utilize energy harvesting. 

• Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS): This category encompasses computer-based control of physical devices characterized 

by real-time processing and used primarily in industrial control. Many cyber-physical systems are safety-critical. They 

interface to the systems they control via both standard and proprietary interconnects broadly know as Operational 

Technology (OT), where ruggedness, extended environmental capabilities, low cost have been paramount over 

considerations such as security and attestation. 
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Below in Table AB-9    is the cross matrix that was developed. (“Y” means important application area(s).) 

Table AB-9    Cross Matrix of Application Area vs. Market Drivers 

Application Area Cloud IoTe CPS PA 

Graph Analytics Y Y Y Y 

Artificial Intelligence Y Y Y Y 

Physical System Simulation Y Y Y  

Cryptography Y Y Y Y 

Video codec Y Y  Y 

Machine Learning for Science Y    

Internet of Things Applications  Y Y Y 

7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Applications are the drivers of much of the nanoelectronics industry. The challenge is how to connect the trends in applications 

to the nanoelectronics trends and needs. This chapter of the IRDS has sought to do this by extrapolating from representative 

benchmark programs for each application area to performance trends over time and critical technology needs. Table AB-2   shows 

a summary of the findings of the AB IFT. Memory bandwidth increases are critical for all of the application areas we studied. 

Not all of the application areas benefit from improvement in memory latency, however. This suggests that logic in memory is 

not a universal solution to meeting all applications. Rather, it is most important for simulation and optimization application areas. 

Another emerging trend is to use fixed-function accelerators to speed up critical applications. This improves the power efficiency 

of microprocessors because it obviates the need to continuously fetch and decide instructions. For example, a common application 

area is discrete cosine transform, or DCT. A fixed-function accelerator for DCT has the advantage over a software 

implementation in that it does not require the fetching and decoding of the software instructions. Two key application areas are 

predicted to benefit most from fixed-function acceleration: Feature Recognition, Graphics/VR/AR and Cryptographic Codec. 

The process of applications benchmarking is imperfect in several senses. The AB IFT makes the following recommendations for 

improving the process of applications benchmarking itself. (1) The benchmarks that are being used today must continue to be 

used into the future. In addition, (2) investment in new benchmark development is critically important for several of the 

application domains studied, including Feature Recognition, Discrete Event Simulation, and Optimization. In addition to those 

application areas, the AB IFT sees the need for investment in benchmarks to address cryptography and security and to address 

multimedia/DSP workloads. Both (1) and (2) are standards activities that the IEEE Standards Association could tackle with new 

working groups. 
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